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A LOOK BACK AT FLORIDA AVIATION HISTORY
A FAVORABLE CLIMATE AND FLAT LAND MADE THE
STATE FAVORABLE TO EARLY FLIERS
“Jacksonville, Florida, December, 27th, 1908...Lincoln Beachey had
the crowds going wild today as he made two flights in his motorized gas
bag, which was tapered at the ends and resembled a huge, fat, bronze
torpedo. The craft, 52 feet long powered by a 10 hp motorcycle engine
had a propeller mounted forward to pull the airship and the rudder astern
for steering. Beachy made two flights, remaining aloft twelve minutes.
By announcing his flight pattern in advance he demonstrated he had
complete mastery over the airship performance.”
May McCormick, aviation reporter for the Jacksonville Journal,
wrote the above in 1931, and added, “He was flying at 200 feet and
although cautioned against the dangers of flying out over the river, he
boldly set out from the point where Memorial Park is now, crossed the
river and successfully returned. Enthusiasm was running so high that
people clambered to their housetops for a better view. No event before
or until the arrival of Lindbergh caused so much comment and excitement.”
Fifteen months later, the same Lincoln Beachey would rise from the
Orlando soil in a Curtiss biplane to become not only the first man to fly
a lighter-than-air powered aircraft, but also to become the first man to
fly a heavier-than-air powered craft through Florida skies.
In Florida, between 1878-1882, balloons had been seen soaring over
Jacksonville. In 1906 experiments with gliders towed by automobiles
attracted large crowds of spectators to the beaches in the Jacksonville
area. Charles K. Hamilton, one of America's earlier pilots, was among
those trying glider flights on Florida beaches in 1906.
In the fall of 1909, there was organized in the city of Jacksonville, the
first aviation organization in the southeast. It was known as the
“Aeronautical Society of Florida. There were several attempts at flight
but without success.
In June 1910, E.F. Andrews of Daytona Beach constructed the first
twin-engine airplane. The machine was designed by Andrews and was
powered with two 36 hp engines. It flew at Daytona Beach for about
100 feet at an altitude of six feet before the rear elevators vibrated loose
and the machine came apart.
From St. Petersburg, January 1914, Charles Farling, 11 years old,
waits with a crowd at the local telegraph office to hear the news,
“Jannus has landed safely in Tampa at 10:40. The plane was brought to
rest on the platform near the Tampa Electric Company after an elapsed
flying time of 23 minutes.” The crowd cheered and cheered. Antony
Habersack Jannus had started operations of the world‟s first airline.
Jannus described his flying sensations, “To me, flying is not the successful defying of death but the indulgence in the poetry of mechanical
motion, a dustless, relatively bumpless, fascinating sensation of speed;
an abstraction from things material into an inflated space; an abandon
that is more exciting but less irritating than any other form of mechani-

*

Sept. 18, 2019...St. Petersburg, FL. Mayor Rick Kriseman of
St. Petersburg, FL., rescues a sign from the wind depicting the
groundbreaking of the ―Benoist Plaza on the Pier‖ which will feature
the history of the ―World‘s First Scheduled Airline,‖ the
St . Petersburg-Tampa Airboat Line.

*****************************************

LATE BREAKING NEWS
President Will Michaels, of ―Flight 2014‖ (a corporation dedicated to letting the World know where all this airline business
started) would like to thank all of you who were able to attend the
ground-breaking ceremony on the Pier in St. Petersburg on such a
hot September day. It was nice to have Tony Jannus himself on
board to spice the ceremony (see photo page 2).
Among those present were Mayor Kriseman, Mary Fletcher,
President of the FAHS, Rui Farias CEO of the St. Petersburg Museum of History, Ed Montanari, American Airlines pilot, Clive
Newcomb, Tom Nocera, Warren Brown, Phillip Graham, Chris
Davis, Chris Steinocher, Joe Griner, John Bowman, Ken Strickland,
Logan DeVicente, and Paul Piro among others.
*********************************************************************************

Rename the St. Petersburg Pier roadway “TONY
JANNUS Boulevard.? The City‟s claim to fame is Sunshine
and the home of the Worlds First Scheduled Airline—the St.
Petersburg-Tampa Airboat Line.
The City is in the process of rebuilding the famous Pier and
building an entrance park called The Benoist Plaza named for
the builder of the first airliner—why shouldn‟t the pilot of that
seaplane, who was killed during WW I at the tender age of
27—be enshrined?
Besides, calling a street after a hero rather than a street number is patriotic, endearing, and the city's way of saying “Thank
you Tony!”
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cal propulsion...Florida is a live, wide-awake place for aviators and St.
Petersburg is the best town for the purpose...I would rather cruise around in
an airboat than do anything else.”
The Jacksonville News commented on the first airline flight from St.
Petersburg to Tampa, “St. Petersburg papers might secure an obituary
sketch of all aeroplane passengers at the same time they take the passenger
manifests. It might save time. “From the Extero Eagle: “A new line of
airboats has been installed between Tampa and St. Petersburg...is Tampa
such a tough and wicked old city that its resident are preparing to fly from
it? They replied: “All airboat passengers have been from St. Petersburg
and apparently eager to get to Tampa.” Then the St. Petersburg Independent, in response: “It is noticeable that the time from Tampa is always faster
than the time to Tampa. Once having reached Tampa, no matter how anxious to get there, the passengers are always in a hurry to get away…” From
the Jacksonville Metropolis, “St. Petersburg is now a city of pelicans, porpoises, and planes. “ The Tampa Tribune replied after carrying the initial
story on the last page, “The Pathe pictures of her famous Airboat Line (St.
Petersburg) are labeled „at Tampa.‟ We have always claimed their tourists
are only Tampa visitors.
The attitude of the military was summed up in a memorandum dated
January 1, 1915: “To all prospective students of the military aviation
branch: Do not enter this branch lured by hopes of higher pay. If you hate
work, don‟t take up aviation. If you expect to be married soon or are in
love, don‟t take up aviation. If you are a bluffer, don‟t take up aviation, you
cannot expect to bluff the atmosphere. Above all if you are not physically
fit for this, the strictest kind of service in which you are in a constant
strained environment, do not conceal this fact.”
On June 1st, 1919, Miami newspapers would report, “Arthur Burns
Chalk, a former flying student of Tony Jannus opened the ‟Chalk Flying
Service‟ on Watson Island.” In 1948, the Miami City Commission would
try to collect back rent from Chalk for his facility but he would stand his
ground, claiming he had squatter‟s rights and he would win.
In 1964, aged 75, with 16,800 flying hours, “Pappy” Chalk would retire
with a perfect safety record. He would remain “Chairman of the Board,”
until 1978, when he would die after falling from a tree he was trimming at
the age of 88. His claim to being the “World's Oldest Active Airline” would
be retained.
From the simple primitive adventuresome life aviation would be captivated by the tentacles of a bureaucratic society seeking a complicated
modern “flying carpet” that would bring the most to the many for the least
expenditure in both life and money.
The whirlwind had begun and swiftly passed the barnstormers and the
flyers of World War I. By 1926, the Federal government became active in
developing and regulating the safety of civil aviation. The Air Commerce
Act of that year gave broad powers to the Department of Commerce which
included the establishment of airways, airworthiness of aircraft, and the
building of new airfields.
In 1928, Florida had 56 licensed pilots (but many unlicensed almost as
many airfields). City governments looked forward to the day when most of
their citizens would be flying from town to town rather than driving automobiles. They never dreamed that commercial aviation would overtake
private aviation as it has in modern times.
Continued next edition

Three mosquitoes that infiltrated the St. Petersburg, FL., Pier at the
dedication of the pending ―Benoist Plaza. Left to right, Tom Nocera, of
―BeachTran‖, the proposed MagLev system, to connect Clearwater
and Clearwater Beach. Dr. Warren Brown, FAHS News Editor, and
Tony Jannus (impersonator). The above is just the beginning of a
wonderful Plaza which will depict a full-scale 44‘ wingspan stainless
steel Benoist Airboat of 1914.

Historical Note...St. Petersburg, FL., July 21, 1944.
A group of businessmen (in 1944) have formed the
“Birthplace of Commercial Aviation, Inc.,” which will construct
an immense aviation auditorium (Museum of History) to house
historical relics of the age of flight and establish St. Petersburg‟s
place in aviation history. The auditorium will stand on the City's
waterfront where the late Tony Jannus, on Jan. 1, 1944, took off
in the Benoist seaplane on regularly scheduled service between
here and Tampa. Note the date, July 21, 1944—75 years ago!
Who were these men?
*************************************************

WHO WAS “ALFRED CHENFALLS?”
He was the look-alike of Prime Minister Winston Churchill who was
aboard BOAC Flight 777, flying from Algiers to London in June 1943.
The aircraft, also carrying actor Leslie Howard, was shot down over the
Bay of Biscay, killing everyone on board. The British were aware the
Germans intended to shoot down the plane carrying the Churchill imposter, but did not warn anyone for fear the secret of their ability to read the
German codes would be revealed.
***************************************
“Happy Landings” printing has been performed by
Colorfast Printing (5 Stars), 1411 73rd Way N.
Clearwater, FL. 33760

THE FLORIDA AVIATION HALL OF FAME
The Florida Aviation Hall of Fame was conceived and proposed
by the Jacksonville Chapter of FAHS in the late 1990‟s. The late
Admiral John Ingle, Jr., and members of the Society researched models
from other states and the name was registered to FAHS with the State
of Florida. Following a lengthy search of organizations and sites best
equipped to host our enterprise, the FAHS Board came to an agreement
with the official Florida Air Museum at Sun „n Fun in Lakeland, Fl.,
under the leadership of former NASA astronaut Greg Harbaugh. The
inaugural induction ceremonies took place on 17 Dec. 2003, which was
the 100th anniversary of the Wright Brothers‟ first powered flight at
Kitty Hawk, N.C.
The Hall of Fame Selection Committee is composed of aviation
historians from around the State who serve at the FAHS Board‟s pleasure. Nominations (see procedure below) are voted on annually in November by the Selection committee. Inductions take place at FAHS‟
annual luncheon in St. Petersburg in February, and ceremonies follow
at the Florida Air Museum during the annual Sun „n Fun International
Fly-In and Expo in April.
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Fred Blair (top left) looks down on his Grand Central Airport,
St. Petersburg, Florida, at aerial photo of his airport in 1930. (Upper
right is author of Grand Central article, FAHS‘ Will Michaels.)

Florida Aviation Hall of Fame Nomination Guidelines:
Objective: To recognize and enshrine the names of individuals
who have made significant contributions/achievements in civil or military aviation and/or aerospace. While there is no birth/residency requirement for nominees, Selection Committee special consideration
will be give to individuals whose lives and careers involved some service in the State of Florida.
Nomination Procedure: These procedures must be followed
completely or nominations will not be considered:
1. Obtain authorization from nominee, or family/next-of-kin, if
deceased, for the nomination.
2. Submit a dated letter with nominee biography and brief citations,
to justify the nomination.
3. Submit several high-quality photo images of the nominee, suitable for enlargement.
4 Nomination s will be voted on annually and set aside after five (5)
years.
5. Nominations must be received not later than 1 October annually.
Mail to: Terri Griner, FAHO Chairman, 451 8th Ave. SE, St. Petersburg, FL. 33701.
*********************************************************
*
APPLICATION FOR FLORIDA AVIATION HALL OF FAME.
(Return to Florida Aviation Hall of Fame Chairman Terri, address above.)

Nominee‘s full name_________________________________
Nominee‘s address (if living)__________________________
___________________________________________________
Phone Number:_______________Birth Date______________
Death Date_________________________________________
Nominee‘s Family Data
(If nominee is deceased)
Family Contact_________________Address:______________
____________________________________________________
Phone #________________________________________
FAHS Member‘s Name:________________________________
Signature:___________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________
Phone Number______________Date:_____________________
Relationship or Association with the Nominee (if any):
____________________________________________________
Nominee‘s Field of Achievement
(circle as many as applicable):
Military
Pilot
Inventor
Scientist
Research
Engineering
Other
Management
Civilian

WEEDON ISLAND‘S GRAND CENTRAL AIRPORT
By FAHS‘ Will Michaels
St. Petersburg, Florida has a remarkable aviation history. It is the birthplace
of the World‘s First Scheduled Airline launched on New Year‘s Day, 1914 This
event is soon to be commemorated with a monument of the Benois Airboat, the
first airliner, on the historic take-off site on the new pier.

The First Airline which used “airboats” or seaplanes was followed by
various other aviation developments in the city. Piper-Fuller Airport on
the site of today‟s Walter Fuller Park in west St. Petersburg—was the first
city airport, established in 1926. It came to an end with the start of WW II,
although it was not converted to a park until 1960. Albert Whitted Airport was established in 1929 on the downtown waterfront and continues to
operate to this day. Albert Whitted hosted the beginnings of National Airlines, later to join Pan American Airways.
St. Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport (PIE) previously
known as “Pinellas Army Air Base” and “Pinellas County Airport,” began
in 1941 and also continues to thrive. But, there was a fourth airport known
as Grand Central Airport, and later Sky Harbor.
Grand Central opened in 1929. Its location was on Weedon Island in
north St. Petersburg, today a state park managed by Pinellas County and
much better known for the Weeden Indian Culture and their mounds. The
name is after Dr. Leslie Weedon (1860-1937) one-time island owner.
Grand Central was the brainchild of Fred V. Blair, a native of Ohio. Blair attended Harvard, graduating in 1913. He then became an educator serving as an assistant
headmaster and principal in Ohio and Illinois. Like many early St. Petersburg pioneers, he came to St. Petersburg for his health. He was given six months to live by
his doctors in 1916. After arriving in St. Petersburg, he turned his talents to real
estate and development rather than education. At one time he was associated with
Eugene M. Elliot who worked with George Gandy selling stock to finance the
“Gandy “Bridge, which still exists, and was later involved in an unsuccessful attempt
to develop Weedon Island for residential use. Elliott was a notorious huckster. In an
attempt to get the attention of potential real estate buyers, he salted the island with
bogus Indian artifacts in 1923 and then invited the Smithsonian to send an anthropologist to investigate.
The anthropologist immediately recognized the artifact as fakes, but then his
attention was attracted to nearby mounds discovering the famed Weeden Culture.
It is not known if Fred Blair was involved in Elliot‟s attempt to develop the island,
but he certainly must have keen aware of that, and the island‟s location as suitable
for an airport.
Blair formed Blair & Company, Inc. and began selling stock for $10 a share.
Investment advertisements touted “Airports—Aviation Industry and Aviation Properties are in demand. The Future of Aviation offers the greatest speculation.”

Grading for the airport began in late 1929. The airport had three hardsurface marl runways the longest 3,200 feet. An administration building
and hangar were also built at a cost of $10,000. A dock was built on adjacent Papy‟s Bayou for seaplanes. Arrangements were made for a bus line
to facilitate transportation between the new airport and downtown St. Petersburg.
Continued on Page 6
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The FAHS encourages you t use this column to advertise.
There is no charge to Society members
AMELIA EARHART, The Truth at Last, 2nd Edition, by FAHS‟ Mike Campbell. The long held secrets exposed. A must read. 370 pages filled with top-secret
information. Contact www.sunburypress.com, or amagon.com, price, $19.95.
AVON PARK Air Force veterans...Kathy Couturier is writing a book on the
history of the Avon Park AF Range in Florida, and she would like to interview you.
Her phone: 863 452 4288, email: kathy.couturier.ctr@us.af.mil
Several original, limited prints by famed artists (Taylor, Trudigan, etc.) Me109, The
Battle of Britain, framed, signed, $300, negotiable. Paul Leaser, 1829 Foxboro Ct.,
Oldsmar, FL. 34670, phone: 727 781 6569.
“Letters From the Cockpit,” by FAHS‟ Neil Cosentino. 110 pages of sheer
delight (?) from Vietnam to the Bahamas, interesting tidbits of a man who‟s experienced the life you wished you had spent. Contact Neil for details, 813 784 4669.
“ON GOD‟S WINGS,” A daughter‟s inspirational story of her Dad and his miracle,
by Teri Louden, $24.95, call 619 894 8374.
Bill Dyer Jr., would like to purchase Book 3 of “CLOUD COUNTRY by Jimmie Mattern. It was written about 1936. Bill Dyer, Jr., 1607 Cambridge Dr., Kinston,
NC 28504.
FROM CROP DUSTER TO AIRLINE CAPTAIN, The biography of FAHS‟ and
the Florida Aviation Hall of Fame‟s Capt. LeRoy Brown assisted by FAHS member
Dr. Leo F. Murphy. Hard cover, 218 pages, ISBN 10-1-60452-076-0, price $34.
Order on line at www.bluewaterpress.com/captain.com or autographed by Capt.
Brown at P.O. Box 144, Zellwood FL., 32798.
LAND OF THE MORNING CALM...A story of a war that could have been
but wasn‟t. All about a cable set in motion by the firing of Douglas MacArthur that
attempts to reignite a conflict in Korea 20 years later. The plot is foiled by an unlikely
love affair. $13.95, email varnerjr@verizon.net
NEW BOOK “The Making of St. Petersburg, Florida,” by Will Michaels.
Includes Chapters on the First Airline, Babe Ruth in St. Pete, The Pier, and many
more. For a signed copy contact wmichaels2@tampabay.rr.com $25 (includes post)).
THE TRUE STORY OF CATCH 22, by Patricia Meder, daughter of the final
commander of the 340th Bomb Group, fictional setting of Joseph Heller‟s book, Catch
22. Any resemblance to persons living or dead in Meder‟s book is in fact actual. . 240
pages, available from Amazon.
“375 YEARS OF THE AMERICAN CITIZEN SOLDIER“....published by FAHS‟
Britt Borchiardy. The story of America‟s militia, the “National Guard.“ 178 pages.
Contact Smyrna Media Group, P.O. Box 1061, Clearwater, FL. 33757, This is a must
for history buffs— book available FREE on the internet by downloading: http://
www.SmyrnaMediaGroup.com/#links
FORT WAYNE AVIATION, Baer Field & Beyond,” by FAHS‟ Roger Myers,
130 photos. Price $24 includes P & H. Phone: 260 747 4775; E-mail ROGERFORTWAYNE@2AOL.COM. Roger is a former WW II bombardier.
“BEFORE THEY WERE THE BLACK SHEEP” By Carl Dunbar,
Univ. Press of Florida, ISBN 978-0-8130-3725-7, 305 pgs., hardback, $32., “”A must
read for young Navy officers as they enter aviation training.”
“TONY, AN EXTRAORDINARY LIFE,” By FAHS member Patrick Lemmon.
The story of Tony Jannus as it should have happened. The book uses historical data
and puts them into a story-book form. Should be able to pick up at Amazon.com:
ISBN 978 0 9814956 0 6, or by writing “Fiction Publishing, 5626 Travelers Way, Ft.
Pierce, FL. 34982 or email: fiction ub@bellsouth.net.
“COME UP AND GET ME,” FAHS‟ own Col. Joe Kittinger‟s new book, available from Amazon.com for about $25. For details: hisfits@earthlink.net.
ANGEL ON MY WING by FAHS‟s Lt.Col. Richard B. Lewis—memoirs of
missions during 8th AF, 493rd BG,. 862nd BS during WWII (35 missions). Newly re
-published—6 x 9, 122 pages, color, personally signed, $14.95 + shipping. Email:
aomwing@aol.com, www.angelonmywing.com, check to 9211 Spyglass Court, Jacksonville, FL. 32256, Also Ebay.
JACKIE COCHRAN, soft cover now available, $24.95 by Doris Rich. 288 pages, ISBN 978-0-8130-3506-2. Jackie is a member of the Florida. Aviation Hall of
Fame. Orders 800 226 3822 or www.UPF.com
“Hagler Field, A History of Pensacola’s Airport,” A new book by FAHS‟ Leo F.
Murphy. Full color soft book chronicles the history of military & civilian landplane
operations in Pensacola.. Available at $29.95 (no shipping charge to FAHS members)
or by writing Leo at P. O. Box 7176, Daytona Beach, FL. 32116; email: leomurphy18@gmail.com or phone 850 341 6400..
HEDGEHOPPING AVIATION, A Book For Pilots By a Pilot...by FAHS‟
Clyde E. Roach, ISBN: 978-1-4389-6137-8, also “Confessions of an Airline Pilot”
37 years with Eastern Airlines….contact: ceroach1921@gmail.com
“THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLYING”, Frontier Air Lines 1946-1986, by Capt.
Tex Searle. E-mail: texsearle@msn.com, available at Barnes & Noble and Amazon.
and former PAA Captain David McLay, P.O. Box 7170 Safety Harbor, FL., 34695..
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EXTRAORDINARY PLANES, EXTRAORDINARY PIOTS...softbound,
128 pages depicting unique flight test aircraft and flight test techniques. Descriptions & photos of the aircraft and tests and some of the test pilots. Fundraiser
for the charitable arm of the Society of Experimental Test Pilots. Order by
phone: 301 769-4881, email skyrydrs2@earthlink.net. Price not given.
„BORN TO FLY”... by Capt. Pete Vandersluis. Soft cover 314 pgs. With over
50 photos. Book covers pilot from a high school drop-out to 757 Eastern Captain
who worked 6 airlines and was involved in 4 hijackings. Includes experience as
an air show pilot and tells about the misleading actions of the unions representing
employees. Send $25 to Captain Pete Vandersluis, 1791 Earhart Court, Daytona
Beach, FL 32128, email: www.authorstobelievein.com
MILITARY MEMORIES 1949-1969, by FAHS‟ Bob Widner. Photo
story of duty at Lackland, Scott, Stoneman, Clark, Johnson, Wallace Air Station,
Craig and MacDill AFB. $11.95, soft cover. Contact: bwidner1@tampabay.rr.com
FIRST FLIGHT SOCIETY in Kitty Hawk, NC is looking for new members. You will receive 4 newsletters covering society events plus other interesting articles. Send check $35 to FFS, PO Box 1903, Kitty Hawk, NC 27949.
“SEA DART,” by FAHS member B.J. Long, the story of the experimental
supersonic seaplane interceptor. 73 pages soft cover. ISBN 0-942612-23-X.
Details: Steve Ginter, 1754 Warfield Cir., Simi Valley, CA 93063.
„MY LIFE IN THE SKY,” by FAHS‟ Capt. Ed. Mitchell. His story
of flying in the first B-29 raid over Japan since the Doolittle raid, through his
experiences flying for Seaboard World Airlines. To order, send check for $18.00
(postage included) to Ed Mitchell, 742 Arbordale Court, Englewood, FL., 34223.
“FLORIDA‟S AVIATION HISTORY,” 2nd edition. 350 pages, includes databank chronology, by FAHS News Editor, Warren Brown. $15,
to P.O. Box 127, Indian Rocks, FL., 33785.
“IT‟S BEST TO BE LUCKY,” the combat experiences of FAHS member Curtis C. Truver in Korea flying F-80s and F-86s and in Vietnam flying the
F4Cs. Send $10.50 to the author at 4152 Prima Vista Circle, Jacksonville, Fl.,
32217.
“GEORGE PREDDY, TOP MUSTANG ACE,” is sold out in both hard &
soft cover editions. However, it has been placed on Kindle and Nook. Also
placed there is the first book on Preddy: Wings God Gave My Soul. They are
priced at $4.99 each. The DVD Preddy The Mustang Ace is still available at
$19.95. Call Joe Noah, 434 374 2781 or write Joe at noahjoew@gmail.com.
FORD In The Service of America, ISBN 978-0-7864-4485-4, soft cover,
70 photos. $40, including postage & taxes. Relates the entire story of Ford‟s
contribution to winning both WW I and WW II. Tim O‟Callaghan, P.O. Box
512, Northville, MI 48167. Web page: www.fordatwar.com
THE BLIMP GOES TO WAR,” 90 minute VHS video documentary produced by FAHS member, Richard G. Van Treuren. $35, to Atlantis Productions,
P.O. Box 700, Edgewater, FL. 32132.
“AMERICAN AIRSHIP BASES AND FACILITIES,” a book by
James R. Shock. Write: Atlantis Productions, P.O. Box 700, Edgewater, FL.
32132, $35.
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS relics, insignias, timetables,
posters, flight manuals, postcards, labels, photos. Trades available. Contact
FAHS member and former PAA Captain David McLay, P.O. Box 170 Safety
Harbor, FL., 34695..
HISTORIC FLIGHTS...quality photos of Space Shuttle launches and landings and close-up static pad photos by FAHS‟ “Man at the Cape,” John Salisbury.
Write John at 461 Vihlen Rd., Sanford, FL., 32771 or phone 407 322 1085.
“
THE B-26 MARAUDER HISTORICAL SOCIETY, To insure This
Aircraft’s Rightful Recognition . $45/Yr. or $80/2Yrs...Send to MHS HDQTRS
3900 E. Timrod St., Tucson, AZ 85711-4170. E-Mail Admin@b-26MHS.org
VALIENT AIR COMMAND. Preserving history for the future . Membership available, donations welcome. Warbird Museum open, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
daily. Contact Lloyd Morris, 407 268 1941 or write 6600 Tico Rd., Titusville,
FL., 32780.
THE FLORIDA AIR MUSEUM AT SUN‟N FUN is looking for members
and volunteers to help maintain Florida‟s official “Air Museum.” To become a
member, send $35 to P.O. Box 7670, Lakeland, FL. 33807-7670; phone 863 648
9264. The Museum is located on Lakeland‟s Airport. This is the cousinorganization of the FAHS, since we both have a joint-relationship with the Florida Aviation Hall of Fame and Florida aviation archives, both located in the Museum.
“AVIATION IN FLORIDA,” by FAHS member Keven M. McCarthy.
174 pages, hardback, $18.95 plus postage. ISBN 1-56164-281-9. Write Pineapple Press, P.O. Box 3889, Sarasota, FL., 34230.
“FLYING MACHINES OVER PENSACOLA,” by FAHS‟ retired USN
CDR, Dr. Details the early history of Naval Aviation in Pensacola to 1929.
ISBN 0-9743487-0-8. Price $19.95 + free shipping.. Priority mail, $4. Write,
P.O. Box 7176, Daytona Beach, FL. 32116; Phone: 850 341 6400; email: leomurphy18@gmail.com
Like WW I flying? Try FAHS Editor‟s ChildYank Over the Rainbow, 1918,
the true story of American pilot Col. Joe Boudwin, 5 victories, flying over the US
42nd Rainbow Division in 1918. Price: $15, postage included, P.O. Box 127,
Indian Rocks Beach, FL., 33785.
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7,782 LICENSED CIVIL AIRCRAFT IN USA IN 1937
The Bureau of Air Commerce reported in October 1937 there were
7,782 licensed civil aircraft in the U.S., manufactured by 110 companies.
In addition, it reported that there were 1,647 unlicensed aircraft, 218 aircraft with restricted licenses and 70 aircraft with experimental licenses.
All of these are exclusive of military aircraft.
The Bureau's analysis showed Waco Aircraft Co., Troy, Ohio, in the
lead among the manufacturers of licensed planes with Curtiss Wright
Airplane Co., second and Taylor Aircraft Company, manufactures of the
Cub a high third. Stinson also ranked high, with a sizable gap existing
between Stinson with two different planes and the fifth on the list, Aeronautical Corp (Aeronica), with 474 planes.
Here are listed the most prominent aircraft manufactures for the past
year (1936) with number of planes built: Curtiss Wright (including
Travel Air), 208; Waco, 172; Eaglerock; 94; American Eagle, 76; Heath,
67, Fairchild, 60; Arrow, 56; Swallow, 49; Monocoupe 48; Pietenpol 44;
Taylor Cub, 44; Lincoln, 30, Command-Aire, 27.
Licensed Aircraft by manufacture and number:
Waco, 1050; Curtiss Wright, 967; Taylor Aircraft, 854; Stinson Aircraft,
770; Fairchild Aircraft, 464; Monocoupe, 336, Fleet Aircraft, 201, American Eagle-Lincoln Aircraft, 138;Rearwin Airplanes, 135; Bird Aircraft,
132; Porterfield Aircraft, 118; Douglas Aircraft, 113; Eaglerock, 108;
Beech, 95; Lockheed, 92; Great Lakes,92; Stearman, 85; Command-Air,
69; Ryan, 41; Pitcairn Autogiro, 56; Buhl, 55; Kinner, 55; Spartan, 55;
Swallow, 53; Taylor-Young Airplane Co. , 49; Bellanca, 45, Ford Motor,
43, Lincoln, 43; Ryan, 41; Laird, 23; Keystone, 14; Consolidated, 9; Luscombe, 9; Granville Bros., 7.
COMPARED WITH AIRCRAFT IN 2019: This year commercial
aircraft will carry nearly 4 billion passengers and equivalent to half of the
world‟s population or about 4,100,000,000 passengers. There are about
39,000 planes in the world today. It is predicted that there will be 63,220
aircraft in the world by 2037. In 2016 Airbus delivered 688 aircraft next
to Boring's 748. Boeing‟s most popular model is the 737 of which more
than 9,600 have been built since 1967.
American Airlines is the biggest World carrier today (2019) with
1,556 planes.
*******************************************************
NASA PLANNING ON LAUNCHING MOON SPACESHIP
NASA is planning on launching a small spaceship, called the Lunar
Gateway to go in orbit around the moon that will provide access to
more of the lunar surface than ever with living quarters for astronauts,
a lab for science and research, ports for visiting spacecraft and more.

The Lunar Gateway will serve as a solar-powered commination hub,
and a holding area for rovers and other robots that may be bound for the
moon or for other planets. Initial sections of the Gateway are scheduled
to launch in 2022.
For radio amateurs, the Lunar Gateway will represent the next step in
moving ham radio away from low-Earth orbit (LEO) and into deep space.

FLORIDA AVIATION HALL OF FAME
Located at the Florida Air Museum at Sun ‗n Fun, Lakeland, FL.
Douglas Baker, test pilot (2003); George ―Ted‖ Baker, founder of National Airlines (2004);
Thomas W. Benoist, pioneer aircraft builder (2011); Jacqueline Cochran, pioneer aviatrix (2003);
Leroy Brown, native pioneer Floridian, crop-duster, airline pilot and leader in the U.S. Airline Industry Museum project (2009); Dr. Warren J. Brown, flight surgeon & aviation journalist (2017); Gen.
Daniel ―Chappie‖James, Jr. Fighter Pilot; (2019); Cooper, Marian, Movie Director and PAA board
member (2015); Glenn Curtiss, pioneer pilot, inventor and founder of three Florida cities (2006);
Jimmy Doolittle, pioneer pilot and war hero (2007); Amelia Earhart, Pioneer aviatrix lost on roundthe-world flight in 1937 (2010); Percival Fansler, founder of the World’s First Airline (2003);
Chalmers H. Goodlin, fighter pilot WW 2 and test pilot (2005); George Haldeman, test pilot and
holder of numerous records (2006); Mary Francis Housely, Heroic stewardess ( 2016); Billy
Henderson , Sun’n Fun Founder (2015); Ed Hoffman Sr. (2008), pioneer pilot; Howard Hughes ,
pioneer pilot and movie producer (2007) ; Jack Hunt, Navy blimp record holder & founding president
Embry-Riddle University (2011); Antony H. Jannus, pilot of the 1st Airline (2003); Johnson, Howard ―Scrappy‖, test pilot (2015; Colin Kelly, 1st WW II hero (2011); Joseph W. Kittinger, Jr.,
balloonist and test pilot (2003); William Krusen, pioneer Florida airman (2012); Lee Lauderback,
test pilot, air showman (2019); Col. & Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh, pioneer pilots (2004); Lewis
Maytag, CEO of National Airlines (2007) ; David McCampbell, USN pilot, Medal of Honor winner
with 34 victories over the Japanese (2010); A.B. McMullen, builder of many of Florida's airports
(2004); Dick Merrill, pioneer airmail pilot (2014); Zack Mosley creator of “Smilin’ Jack;” (2008);
Curtis Pitts, acrobatic pilot & designer (20154 James Ray, WWII B-17 pilot and philanthropist
(2016 ); Charles E. Richbourg, Navy test pilot (2006); Edward Vernon Rickenbacker, CEO of
Eastern Air Lines (2003); John Paul Riddle, founder of Embry-Riddle University (2005); Betty
Skelton, acrobatic champion (2014);Lawrence Sperry, Inventor of the auto-pilot, turn & bank indicator and artificial horizon (2012); Russell St. Arnold Pioneer Pilot (2018); Nicole Stott, Astronaut
(2012); Paul W. Tibbets, Jr., pilot of the B-29 which dropped the Hiroshima atomic bomb (2005);
Juan Terry Trippe, founder of Pan American World Airways (2003); Phil Waldman, ferry pilot
(2016); Kermit Weeks, Curator of “Fantasy of Flight” air museum (2008); Robert M. White, fighter
pilot WW 2 and test pilot (2005).
************************************************************************************************************

NEWSENSE…
Tantalizing News
Originated by Gossip’s Founding Father,
Columnist Walter Winchell
************************

EDITOR‘S NOTE: Walter Winchell
began broadcasting in 1933 to an audience of 25 million people. The Winchell
style was unmistakable. He talked rapidly at 197 words per minute...the voice
was high-pitched and not pleasant to
the ear, but it was distinctive. The staccato quality made every item compelling. He claimed he talked so fast beWalter
Winchell
cause if he talked more slowly people
would find out what he was saying...he
began his radio program with a series of dots and dashes operating
the key himself. Telegraphers throughout the country complained
that what Winchell tapped out made no sense. He realized he hadn‘t
the faintest knowledge of Morse code but he refused to have an experienced telegrapher provide the sound effects for him. He wrote
like a man honking in a traffic jam.

Why is space black? If you look up on a clear night, you'll
likely see a few bright celestial objects— and a lot of dark
space between them. But if there are hundreds of billions of
stars in our galaxy and hundreds of billions of galaxies in the
universe, the whole thing should light up like Times Square.
So why is the cosmos pitch black at night?
It isn‟t! We just can‟t see most of these interstellar billboards. Space is full of light energy on a spectrum from highenergy gamma rays to low-energy radio waves. Our eyes can
see only a small portions of that gamut, which scientists have
aptly dubbed “invisible light.” Ultrashort gamma waves can't
penetrate Earth‟s atmosphere for example, and our retinas
simply can‟t register the super-low-energy infrared waves.
When there is nothing for our eyes to pick up on, we see that
absence of light as an absence of color too.
Astronauts in Earth‟s orbit cannot see the stars in space
except when in the shadow of the Earth or the space ship as the
sun‟s light to too bright otherwise.
An asteroid defense system...A medium size asteroid
could wipe out an entire city, but NASA has a contingency
plan. Nudge them off course decades in advance. An uncrewed craft called DART or Double Asteroid Redirection
Test, is in the agency‟s dry run. It‟ll launch in 2021, and
smack into a non threatening asteroid 6.8 million miles away.
The 15,000 mph Collison will obliterate the spacecraft but alter
the rock‟s trajectory so it misses its target. If it works DART
scientists say a fleet of similar ships could be stationed around
Earth in a few decades.
Not giving up….More than 80 years after PAA Samoan Clipper went
missing, the underwater wreckage of the flying boat continues to elude searches.. There’s no question the wreck is nearby,” says Russ Mathews, president
of the Air/Sea Heritage Foundation, which in July supported by SEARCH,
Inc., conducted a side-scan sonar survey of the ocean floor around 12 miles off
the western tip of Tutuila, the main island of American Samoa. Pan Am‟s
famed chief pilot Ed Musick was flying the Sikorsky S-42 on the inauguration
mail route between Hawaii and Auckland when shortly after takeoff from
American Samoa on Jan. 11, 1938, it experience a mechanical failure and
exploded while dumping fuel to lighten the aircraft for landing. The Nautilus,
search boat, will be based in the Pacific for at least anther five years. Before
we left the area, I made two promises to Musick,” said Mathews. “You are not
forgotten and we are not done with the search for Samoan Clipper.”
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NEW MEMBERS* & RENEWALS

Romero, Cade,
California* Morse, William S.
Pennsylvania
Touchton, J. Tomas, Tampa, FL
Newman, Don
Belleair, FL.
Trott, Peter E.,
Bay Pines, FL.
Davis, Chris,
St. Petersburg, F
Gibbs, Dave,
Tampa, FL.
Jones, Joe
Florida
Herold, Robert D.,
Tallahassee, FL.
Aston, Bud
Florida
Liller, Charles W.,
Riverview, FL.
Widner, Bob
St.Pete, FL.
May, Joseph R.,
Coral Gables, FL.
Barnes, Bill
Palm Harb., FL.
May, Daryl,
Belleaire, FL.*
Hange, Patricia
Arcadia, FL.
Nocera, Tom,
Clearwater, FL.*
Gescheidle, Durk
Palm Harb., FL.
Page, Edward,
Tampa, FL Barnes, Dudley
Orlando, FL.
Samuelson, Ken
North Caroline
Chana, Howard E.
Orange City, FL
Gosch, Peter*,
Colorado.
Bie, Sr., Billy
Indian Rocks, FL
O‘Connor, John
Mt. Dora., FL.
Fallon,, Roger W.
Utah
McDonald, Duncan Utah
Furr, Col. W.Fuzzy Utah
Preysz, Laszio
Salt Lake City, U.
Hansen, Hal C.
Utah
Blazeard, Dennis
Sandy, Utah
Freeman, Darrel
Idaho
Kluender, Doug E. Salt Lake City, U.
Biancur, Col. Andi Colorado
Bronk, Ray
Burnet, Texas
Earl, Clyde
Utah
Hull, George G.
Park City, Utah
Eckert, John
Utah

(Address letters to FAHS, P.O. Box 127, Indian Rocks, FL. 33785)
Kudos from: Farnsworth May, Clearwater, FL. , Tom Touchton, Tampa, FL.

Harold Kosole, Albany, GA. Sent a birthday card to the editor dated
July 11th just in time to NOT be delivered by July 17th! Instead, the card
arrived on Sept. 11th, a little late but most appreciated.
John Salisbury, Sanford, FL. Sends a reprint from the Orlando Sentinel‟s David Whitley‟s article titled “High-Flying Hero Soared to Fame,”
the story of FAHS‟ Joe Kittinger. It reads, “ After getting shot out of the
sky in 1972, Joe Kittinger knew he couldn't physically break out of a
Vietnamese prisoner-of-war camp. His mind was another matter. ―My
diversion‖ Kittinger said, ‗was to think how I could fly around-theworld in a balloon.’ It was his mental escape through the months of
torture and deprivation that was so bad he had to clean a leg wound
with his own urine. Twelve years later, Kittinger crashed down again.
But instead of being besieged by angry, machete-wielding villagers,
Kittinger‘s girlfriend ran to him carrying two bottles of champagne.
The balloon he‘d fantasized about had tumbled onto Italian soil. On
Sept. 18, 1984, the man who‘s been imprisoned in a tiny cell became
the first person to fly solo in a balloon across the Atlantic. On the
35th anniversary, Kittinger‘s holding up well for a man of 91. “I’m in
great shape,” he recently said. Joe was instrumental in forming the

“Rosie O‟Grady‟s Flying Circus, the aerial squadron that promoted the
Church Street Station entertainment complex in downtown Orlando and at
setting record altitude flights by balloon in 1959 and 1960.
George A. Lloyd, Lighthouse Point, FL. (from the Archives), Submitted the
following: “My destroyer was in the Green Paint Division. On deck we carried a
stock of green paint, and whenever we suspected a sub we would circle around
pouring the paint on the water above it Hearing our engines, the sub would come
up for a look. As soon as the periscope came out of the water it got a film of green
paint on it. The captain wouldn't know he had reached the surface, so the submarine would keep on rising. We would wait until it was about 500 feet in the air and
then we shot it down with our antiaircraft guns.”
***********************************************************

ALMOST MIDNIGHT, DEC. 30, 1899
The night was warm and inviting and the stars shone in all their tropical brilliance. Capt. John Phillips was in a dark corner of the bridge of the passenger
steamer “Warrimoo,” quietly knifing her way through the mid-Pacific on her trip
from Vancouver to Australia. The Navigator had just finished working out a star
fix and brought his Captain the results. The Warrimoo‟s position was spotted at
Latitude 0 degrees 30 minutes North and Longitude 179 degrees 30 minutes West.
The date was Dec. 30, 1899. First Mate Dayldon broke in: “Captain, do you
know what this means? We are only a few miles from the intersection of the Equator and the International Date Line!”
The Captain double checked the ship‟ position and carefully adjusted engine
speed in the calm seas. At exactly midnight local time, the Warrimoo lay exactly
on the Equator at exactly the point where it crosses the International Date Line.
The bow of the ship was in the Southern Hemisphere and in the middle of summer. The stern was in the Northern Hemisphere and in the middle of winter. The
date in the after part of the ship was Dec 30, 1899. Forward it was the first of
January1900. The ship was therefore not only in two different days, two different
months, two different seasons and two different years, but in two different centuries...and all at the same time. Moreover the passengers were cheated out of New
Year‟s Eve celebration, and one entire day. December 31, 1899, disappeared from
their lives for all time.
The people aboard the Warrimoo were undoubtedly the first to greet the new
century and Capt. John Phillips, speaking of the event later said, “I have never
heard of it happening before and I guess it won‟t happen again until the year 2000.”
Did it ever happen in 20000?
.

NEW ADDRESS
none
GONE WEST
Hank Grogan, Largo, FL.
GIFTS TO THE SOCIETY
none
BENEFACTOR SOCIETY MEMBERS FOR 2018 (donations of $100+)
Fred Mulholland, Tampa, FL.
NOTICE: We have had a change at the Treasurer‘s post. If you paid
your dues and are not listed above please drop us a line at:
FAHS, Albert Whitted Airport , 451 8th Ave., SE,
St. Petersburg, FL. 33701
************************************************************
Mother knows best…”But Mother, none of the other fellas have to wear high-heeled shoes.”
“Shut up, for heaven’s sake! We’re almost at the draft board.!”
********************************************************************
New women‟s drink, “Estro-gin.” New man‟s drink, “Testoster-rum.”
*********************************************************************

GRAND CENTRAL AIRPORT
(Continued from Page 3)

Blair made connection with Eastern Air Transport—previously known as
Pitcairn Aviation—which became Eastern Air Lines in 1938. Eastern Air
began regular mail service to Grand Central in December 1929. On New
Year‟s Day 1931, Eastern began regular passenger service between Grand
Central and Daytona Beach, with stops in Tampa and Orlando, using yellow
and black Curtis Kingbird airliners', each carrying seven passengers. Travel
time was about one and a half hours. Daytona was a junction terminal where
other planes could be taken to Atlanta, New York, Miami, Havana, and several Central and South American points. Service out of St. Petersburg was
scheduled daily. Grand Central served as the Eastern H.Q. for northbound
passenger travel. Tampa and Orlando coordinated reservations through
Grand Central.
In August 1931, Blair opened Gulf Coast Airways which focused on
flight training for pilots and repair of aircraft. It was not an airline. Numerous air shows and events were held at Grand Central, helping to promote the
Airport. Blair also managed to attract a movie studio to the island which
produced three unsuccessful films. Comedian Buster Keaton participated
briefly in the film making. The airport facilitated the travel of actors, and
film was flown to New York for editing.
With onset of the Great Depression in the 1930s, the airport eventually failed. Eastern Air
Lines ended their use of the airport in 1936. The airport was foreclosed in 1937 and purchased by
a private party. In 1944, Clarence W. Ludwig—who operated an aviation maintenance faculty
and school for flyers at Peter O. Knight Airport in Tampa—acquired Grand Central and changed
the name to Sky Harbor Airport. He proposed to establish an “Aero Country Club‟ on the field
with opportunities for fishing and swimming, but this failed due to the airport's then-remoteness.
The idea was not new. Blair had considered an aviation country club back in 1931.
In 1946, Sky Harbor was leased to Carl E. Stengel who planned an aviation school to operate
under the GI Bill of Rights. This soon folded and in 1948, Ludwig sold the airfield to multimillionaire Ed C. Wright and the airport was closed. Florida Power erected a power plant on the
east end of the island , and the state purchased the remaining land for a State Park.
After Grand Central, Blair continued his development activities focusing on beach properties.
In the early part of World War II, the city held practice blackouts at night. During one of these
blackouts in 1942, Blair lost his footing at the top of a stairway and fell fracturing his skull. He
died shortly afterwards.

Fred Blair is not well known in St. Petersburg history. Nevertheless, he
was an aviation visionary, just like those first city leaders who welcomed
new aviation technology in 1914 and facilitated the First Airline .
(Will Michaels original article appeared in the St. Petersburg NE Journal of 7/19)
****************************************************

THE JOCK (airborne) & KIWI (ground-locked)
SHORT-SNORTER PAGE.
Discovered unread reader, required to buy one round of
drinks for fellow members...JOCK jokes inverted.
Morris was having a good time in
Chicago and was invited to a party.
Unfortunately, during the evening he
lost his wallet. So Morris, not being
of the shy kind, stood on a chair and
shouted, “Excuse me ladies and gentlemen, I’ve just lost my wallet with
over $1,500 in cash in it. To the
person that finds my wallet, I will
give $150.” A voice from the back of the hall shouted, “I will give
$175!”

Two immigrants meet on the street….”How’s by you?”
asks one. “Could be worse, and you?” “Surviving, but I have
been sick a lot this year and it’s costing me a fortune. In the
past two months, I’ve spent over $3,000 on doctors and medicine.” “Ach, back home on that kind of money, you could be
sick for two years.”
****************************************************
Being over the hill is better than being under it!
A PRIEST AND A RABBI were sitting next to each other on an
airplane. The priest turned to the rabbi and asked, ―Is it still a requirement of your faith that you not eat pork? The rabbi responded, ―Yes.‖ The priest then asked, ―Have you ever eaten pork?‖
The rabbi replied, ―Yes, on one occasion I did succumb to temptation and tasted a ham sandwich.‖ A while later, the rabbi spoke up
and asked the priest, ―Is it still a requirement of your church that
you remain celibate?‖ The priest replied, ―Yes, that is still very
much a part of our faith.‖ The rabbi then asked him, ―Have you
ever fallen to the temptations of the flesh?‖ The priest replied,
―Yes, rabbi, on one occasion I was weak and broke with my faith.
The rabbi nodded understandingly and remained silent, thinking
about five minutes. Finally, the rabbi said, ―Beats a ham sandwich, doesn‘t it?‖

*******************************************************************
An absent minded Navy pilot was continually making mistakes. He missed several carrier landings and put a few planes into the
drink. He was continually calling officers by their wrong names and misunderstanding directives. One day his life changed. He took off from
his carrier, engaged 8 Japanese's Zeroes and shot down 5. Then he
made a prefect landing on the carrier. He was so happy he rushed up
to the bridge and saluted the Captain, and said, “You see, It was good
you kept your faith in me!” ―How Zo,‖ replied the Japanese captain!
************************************************************************************

Innkeeper: The room is $50 a night. It‟s $35 if you make your own
bed. Guest: “I‟ll make my own bed. Innkeeper: Good, I‟ll get you
some nails and wood.

A beautiful blonde was nuzzling up to a handsome guy on a
secluded bench reading a book. “Do you like golfing?” the
blonde asked.” “No I like reading,” he replied. “Do you
like swimming?” she asked. “No, I like reading,” he replied.
Do you like pussycats?” she asked… SUDDENlY, he
grabbed her and made violent love to her. When things quieted down, she asked, “How did you know what I wanted?”
He replied, “How did you know my name was Katz?”
Sign on divorce lawyer's wall: “Satisfaction guaranteed or your
honey back.”
.
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FAHS LEADERSHIP TEAM, 2019

*********************
President:……………………………………….Mary Fletcher
Vice President……………………………….…..Ron Streicher
Treasurer…………………………………...Barbara Strachan
Secretary…………………………………….…Clive Newcomb
News Editor………………………………..Dr. Warren Brown

DIRECTORS
Capt. Bill Barnes, 727 938 9690 billbarnes04007@yahoo.com
(Benoist Models & Photographer, Retired Airline Captain)
Dr. Warren Brown, 727 595 2773
warren.brown1924@gmail.com
(Historian, News Editor, F, PP, (Retired Flight surgeon)
Bill Buston,
727 409 5426
billwb47@gmail.com
(VPE, EAA, Young Eagles)
Mary Fletcher, 727 781 5949,
mfletch3@tampabay.rr.com
Brochure/Graphics Design, Liaison, “99ers”)
Terri Griner, 727 409 6474, tgriner@tampabay.rr.com
Membership, Historian, FAHOF Liaison
236B 8th Ave., NE, St. Petersburg, FL. 33701, 409 6474
Clive Newcomb
727 804 1614,
cnukem@outlook.com Secretary FAHS
Joe Rubin, 727 821 7260 Home
w4cbJ@arrl.net
727 465 4072 Cell
(Ex Mayor, Aviation Research)
Ron Streicher, 727 445 9756
a51mustang@aol.com
(EAA Chapter 282 Liaison, Young Eagles)
Barbara Strachan, sbarscan@gmail.com; 12501 Ulmerton Rd.,
Lot 241, Largo, FL. 33774, 727 424 9011
Lewis D. Wilgus mglw20@msn.com Research
Neil Cosentino, Aerospace Consultant, 813 784 4669.

ADVISERS TO THE BOARD
J. Paul Finley, 727 391 5908.….....F, PP, President Emeritus
Al Hollonquist………………………………..….Aviation Historian
Capt. Ed Slattery, 727 581 7484..airline advisor, ex USAir Capt.
Neil Cosentino……….Aerospace Consultant,
813 784 444669, neil.cosentino@icloud.com
Nicole Stott…….NASA Astronaut-Mission Specialist
Orford, Eric, 727 596 8379……………..Technical Consultant
Rui Farius, rui@spmoh.org……….Flight Safety
Robert ―Bob‖ Widner……..Warbird Recovery/Florida Airfields
727 286 0887, bwidner1@outlook.com
Sierra LePour……………………………...Outreach
sierralynn093@gmail.com
F—Founding Member PP—Past President.
David McLay...Airline advisor, ex PAA Capt. Phone: 727 725 2569
‗
MEMBERS OF THE THULE, GREENLAND CLUB
(Qualifications for membership: Having set foot in Thule.)

Hi Price, Bradenton, FL. C.P. 931st Sqd. L-20, C-47, C-54 (1964-65)*
Lt. (USNR) Warren Brown, Largo, FL. (Operation BlueJay, 1951). USNS Gen.
Stewart Heintzelman.
Walt Houghton , Melbourne, Florida (1960). *
Charley Liller, Riverview, FL. (1957).
(* Gone West)
Bess (Balchen) Urbahn, Maine (1952).
Cdr.Leo Murphy, Gulf Breeze, F. (1981 ?)
Bob Gates, Ft. Walton, FL. (1956)
Bob Koch, Bellaire, FL., (1951-52), VP-23 Navy*
Borchik, Jr. Albert S., Shalimar, FL., (1953-54), Thule, Ice Island.*
Bornhoeft, Jack H., Mt. Prospect, IL (1945-1951)
Lt.Col. USAF (Ret.) Svoboda, Chick, Clearwater, FL (1964-65)), as a C-124
copilot, out of Hunter AFB, Savannah, GA., with the 63rd Troop Carrier Wing,
MATS. We had a regular shuttle flying there a couple of times per month.
***************************************************************************

.

PRISONERS OF WAR
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During WW II, 124,079 U.S. Army personnel were
captured by the enemy. Of these, 41,057 were members of the U.S. Army Air Force, of whom 35,621
were captured by Germany.
One of the largest POW camps was Stalag Luft I,
located at Barth, Pomerania, on the Baltic coast almost directly north of Berlin. It was intended for the
retention of U.S. officer personnel, but as Russian
forces swept through East Prussia and Poland early in
1945, Stalag Luft I began to receive U.S. Army Air
Force enlisted men who had been evacuated from
their camps and herded westward ahead of their potential liberators.
The Geneva Convention of 1929 prohibited the use
of captured officer personnel for labor details and, as a consequence, most of
the men at Stalag Luft I had to devise means of escaping the sheer boredom
of incarceration. These activities took such adventures as digging escape
tunnels, reading, building model airplanes and other handicraft items from
bed slats, making soap carvings, “baiting” their German captors, and passing
rumors among barracks and between compounds.
Being captured by the enemy undoubtedly was a great psychological
shock to most men. Completely discounting the direct threat to his life which
he had encountered in the actual process of being shot down, be it by fighters
or flak, the average flyer felt a despair and loneliness almost beyond description when he fully realized he was in enemy hands, completely and irrevocably separated from his friends and his countrymen. He had known others
who had been shot down and captured but he had never really believed it
would ever happen to him. Suddenly, it had.
There were however, some few who had various degrees of talent to describe their plight in verse. It is improbable that any believed their efforts
would ever be read outside POW camp, for this was not their purpose. Rather, they used this form of expression as a release for pent-up tensions associated with their capture and their uncertain future as poisoners of a regime
that had vowed to fight to the bitter end.
After being captured, a flyer was sent to Dulag Luft near Frankfurt where
he was placed in solitary confinement. His cell consisted of a room about 8 x
10‟, walled with a type of plasterboard. At one end was a solid door with a
small peephole through which he could be observed. At the other end was a
small opaque window which completely obscured any view of the outside
world. The room contained a wooden bunk upon which was placed a very
thin mattress of a burlap-type cloth stuffed with excelsior firmly packed from
the weight of numerous previous occupants.
This utter isolation, plus the shock of being a prisoner caused most men to
lie on their bunks by the hour, cogitating upon what had happened to them
and worrying about what the future held. One unnamed POW, however, used
the time to scratch the following on the wall of his cell, possible with a nail
he had pulled from his bed:
It’s easy to be nice boys, when everything's O.K. It’s easy to be cheerful
when you're having things your way. But can you hold your head up and take
it on the chin. When your heart is nearly breaking and you feel like giving
in?
It was easy back in England, amongst the friends and folks, But now you
miss the friendly hand, the joys, the songs, the jokes. The road ahead is
stormy, and unless you're strong in mind, You'll find it isn’t long before
you’re lagging far behind.
You’ve got to climb the hill, boys; it’s no use turning back. There’s only
one way home, and it’s off the beaten track. Remember you're American, and
when you reach the crest, You’ll see a valley cool and green, America at its
best.
You know, there is a saying that “sunshine follows rain” And sure enough
you’ll realize that joy follows pain. Let courage be your password, make
fortitude your guide, and then instead of grousing, just remember those who
died.
No one will ever know how many newly-captured fliers were cheered by
this poem. The Germans apparently did not realize its effect, for although
they would whitewash the wall to obliterate the poem, some subsequent POW
would pick out the whitewash to determine what the Germans had attempted
to cover. Every so often a new POW would arrive at Stalag Luft I and report
he had seen the poem on the wall of his cell in solitary confinement.
While at Dulag Luft, a flyer was repeatedly taken from his cell for interro-

gation. He was cajoled, complimented, threatened, bluffed, promised, and
ridiculed, all in the hope he would reveal something of a military nature to
his captors. Fortunately, he had been briefed prior to going on operations
of what he could expect if captured and he was able to stick pretty closely
to “name, rank and serial number. Still, he felt ill prepared for the repeated
badgering of his captor who constantly emphasized, “For you der var ist
ofer.”
THE GERMAN VERSION
The below story was extracted and translated from an official news release published under
the auspices of the German Air Ministry in December 1943.

When the United States officially entered the war two years ago,
the reaction of the young American was quite as it might be expected. With cool American deliberation, he figured he'd have a
splendid new profession, would fly one of the fantastic “big ships”
about which American newspapers relate such wonderful things,
and would earn a pot of money with nothing to worry about. He
has only the desire to earn money, to adventure around a bit and to
have a look at good old Europe.” It is a new “big business.”
To meet American and British flyers who are now POWs in
Germany is an experience in itself. It is not difficult to find an explanation for the contemptuous attitude of the British flyer towards
his American comrades. When asked how he likes living together
with U.S. Air Corps POWS, the English flyer is usually silent. All
the more striking, therefore, was the sudden outbreak of an English
flying office who hit the nail on the head when he said, “You as a
German fly for your country. I fly for my country. The Americans
fly for money!”
We know what we are to think of our opponents. That the
strength of our defense is increasing and that it tackles the AngloAmerican terrorist flyers with ever-growing ferocity and is a fact
that cannot be withheld from the American public. The “business”
of terrorist flying will cost them too dearly, both the big businessjobbers and the little one who entrust themselves to the flying
ships, that is to say, the flying coffins.
400,000 ENEMY PRISONERS IN THE USA, 1942-1946

From 1942 to 1946, more than 400,000 German, Italian and Japanese prisoners of war were interned in the USA.
Camp Clinton, Mississippi, was a POW camp similar to Camp
Blanding in Florida except it was here most of the German generals
and admirals were kept. Of 39 generals and one admiral brought to
the USA, 35 were held at Clinton.
The last prisoners at Clinton were repatriated in March 1946. In
April 1973, the land was acquired by Mississippi College. Presently, much of the site is overgrown; and except for some of the old
roads and a few foundations there is little evidence that a 3,000
man POW camp ever existed.
Twelve enemy POW camps were set up in Florida in 1943.
They included: Aliceville, Kendall (Miami) Drew Field, Homestead, Leesburg, MacDill Field, Orlando, South Miami, Venice and
Winter Haven. A German POW cemetery existed at Camp
Blanding. On 25 April 1946, the 7 graves were moved to Ft. Benning GA. National Cemetery.
SUBIC
******************************************************
MORE CORRESPONDENCE

From Duncan McDonald, Salt Lake City...RE-newal time , the
group out here love the News Letter….this bunch of troops are all
QBs so they are easily entertained (Dunc renewed 13 FAHS members). I am turning 91 this month. I just wish I was running as
smoothly as my ‟31 Model A. Had it out last Friday for Burger and
Beers with some old pilot pals. Runs great...best to all your troops.
(Duncan often refers to his 1931 Model A Ford as he realizes
Happy Landings editor also has a respectable 1931 Model A
Roadster that is slower than his.)

THE QUIET DIGNITY OF NEIL ARMSTRONG
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Excerpts which appeared in the 7/19/19 edition of ―The Epoch Times,‖
By Ronald J. Rychlak

I was 11 when Neil Armstrong set foot on the moon. I remember my
parents calling me in from the backyard to watch history being made on
our black and white Zenith television set.
I joined a global audience of more than 500 million viewers who
watched the landing—an event that met the goal set by President Kennedy in 1961 to put a man on the moon by the end of the decade.
At first, the CBS broadcast we watched showed a simulation of the
landing craft along with the audio from Houston and the Apollo 11 crew
(Armstrong and colleagues Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins). After the
landing however, the screen went live. The picture wasn‟t as clear as
normal television shows and it came in upside down for a while. My
mom said that things like that were bound to happen with a signal coming
all the way from the moon, but I remember trying to figure out how a
camera on the moon got turned upside down.
The excitement really came when Armstrong descended the ladder
from the lunar module. When he got to the bottom, he was standing on a
base, not the lunar surface. As he stepped off the base, he uttered his
famous statement, “That‟s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.” Unfortunately Neil dropped the word “a” or it was lost in the
transmission. Without the “a” the statement is more an inconsistency that
a profound insight but I accepted the quote as published in the NASA
book my parents got me (a promotional item at Gulf gas stations—with
the “a.”)
The landing and safe return was a major undertaking, rife with dangers
that children my age didn‟t fully comprehend, but the astronauts did.
They signed autographs in bulk as a form of insurance, figuring that their
families could sell them if things went bad. CBS had obituaries ready to
broadcast if that became necessary.
Harry Cooper
Another part of the mission that may have been lost on children was
the impotence of the competition with the Soviet Union. Sputnik, the first
human made satellite, was launched by the Soviets in 1957. Suddenly
they were ahead in the space race. Landing on the moon and returning
safely would put the US. back in the lead but the Soviets didn‟t want that
to happen.
“I can positively state that the Soviet Union will not be beaten by the
US in the race for a human being to go to the moon,” said cosmonaut
Vladimir Komarov in 1966.
Three years later, while Armstrong and Aldren were on the lunar surface at the Sea of Tranquility, the Soviet Luna 15 probe crashed into the
moon, about 530 miles away. Luna 15‟s mission had been to collect samples from the moon‟s surface and return them to Earth. If it had been
successful, the samples would have been the first lunar material on the
planet and the Soviets would have done it with robots in the PR war between the two superpowers that would have been a coup
When Luna 15 crashed the Soviets were silent. They even denied that
they had a lunar-landing program. In propaganda broadcasts to Latin
America, Africa and Asia, Radio Moscow referred to the US‟s Apollo
project as the fanatical squandering of wealth looted from the oppressed
peoples of the developing world. They stayed with that story until 1989,
when a group of US aerospace engineer went to Moscow and saw the
failed lunar-landing craft. There was no more denying. There had been a
race and the USA had won.
The astronauts were heroes to children of all ages (adults too). Like
many youngsters I had astronaut toys, my friends and I pretended to take
space flights. I also had a special connection with Armstrong. The summer that Apollo 11 landed on the moon, my father took a job at Purdue
University, where Armstrong had studied. There was a park in town
named in his honor, in fact the neighborhood rumor was that they had a
friend who lived nearby, and he would sometimes drive past our house.
After Apollo 11, Armstrong was through with flying in space. He
got involved with some business interests and accepted a teaching position in the Dept. of Aerospace Engineering at the University of Cincinnati. He taught a heavy load including core classes and created a couple
of graduate-level classes. After eight years of teaching he stepped down
from that positon but continued to stay on top of space and engineering
matters.

BUZZ

BUZZ ALDRIN‘S MILITARY TRAVEL VOUCHER—
MOON & BACK
Buzz Aldrin was an active duty Air Force Colonel when he walked
on the moon during the Apollo 11 mission. The above is the required
travel voucher paying him a little over $33 for his trip. Note the locations...includes the moon to Pacific Ocean and back home to Houston
through Hawaii.
********************************************************
MICHAEL COLLINS DESCRIBES ROTATING THE MOON
When questioned if he were “scared” while he rotated the moon on
the Apollo 11 mission, Michael Collins, who rode solo in the Command Module replied….”I wasn’t afraid but I did have a fear and
anxiety that something could go wrong and if that had happened than
I would have been “scared.”
********************************************************
THE SMELL OF GUN POWDER & RUSSIANS PERVADED
THE LUNAR LANDING
Back inside the lunar landing the Moon dust turned out to be
so clingy and irritating that Armstrong & Aldrin spent their only
night on the moon sleeping in their helmets and gloves to avoid
breathing the dust floating in the cabin. No one ever figured out
what caused the odor of spent gunpowder to smell from the dust
but it was described as a ―Very distinctive smell.‖ The Apollo 12
commander Pete Conrad said, ―I’ll never forget that odor and I’ve
never smelled it again since then.‖
The race to the Moon was, in fact, a real race, motivated by the
Cold War. By the time they reached the Moon, there was a Soviet
spaceship ―Luna 15‖ that arrived on July 17th, two days ahead of
them, in orbit around the Moon waiting for them. It was an unmanned robotic craft that was on a mysterious mission of landing,
picking up lunar soil, and returning to Earth.
NASA was concerned that Russian communications with Luna
15 might interfere with Apollo 11 but after contacting the Russians
and being assured that Luna 15 and Apollo would not come anywhere near each other the two continued on….it was the first time
in 12 years of space travel that the world‘s two space programs
had communicated directly with each other. Two hours before
the USA Eagle blasted off the Moon, Luna 15 fired its retro–
rockets and aimed for touchdown but instead crashed into the
Sea of Crises after orbiting the Moon 52 times. The Soviets reported that ―Lunar 15 had fired its retrorockets and left orbit and
reached the Moon‘s surface...Its program of research…
completed.‖
(Information for above from excerpts of Charles Fishman‘s book, ―One Giant Leap: The
Impossible Mission that flew us to the Moon.”

OUR EARLY HISTORY—HOW ENGLAND BEGAN
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HOUSE BURNED AS FORTRESS FALLS IN STREET

In 450 A.D. Roman troops, after governing for 350 years, were
withdrawn from Britannia to help Rome defend itself from threatening Germanic tribes. As the Romans left, the Scotti and Picts, tribes
to the west and north, began to raid across the borders. Lacking
Roman defenders, Britons solicited Germanic troops from the continent as mercenaries. The Angles, Saxons, and Jutes then turned on
their local allies, the Britons, and carved out kingdoms of their own.
As this fragmented land eventually became a state under one king,
literature flourished, coins were minted, and people adopted
Christianity. In 1066 Norman invaders defeated Harold II, England‘s
last Anglo-Saxon ruler.

Modern scholars locate the homelands of these mercenary tribes
in Germany, the Northern Netherlands and Denmark.
Enticed by reports of the richness of the land and the “slackness of
the Britons,” the soldiers in the first three ships were followed by
more and soon hordes of these peoples eagerly crowded into the island
and numbers of foreigners began to increase to such an extent that
they became a source of terror to the natives. What ensued was an
island-wide bloodshed and scorched-earth tactics at the hands of the
invaders, “For the fire of vengeance...spread from sea to sea...and did
not cease until destroying towns and lands, it roached the other side of
the island.”
Many of the “miserable remnant‟ of surviving native Britons fled
or were enslaved. But archeological evidence suggests that at least
some post-Roman settlements adopted Germanic fashions in potter
and clothing and burial practices, in other words, British culture vanished at least in part through cultural assimilation. The extent of the
Anglo-Saxons‟ appropriation of Britain is starkly revealed in their
most enduring legacy, the English language. While most of Europe
emerged from the post-Roman world speaking Romance languages—
Spanish, Italian and French derived from the Latin of the bygone Romans, the language that would define England was Germanic.
********************************************************
There were 28,000 pilots who fought for the German Air Force in
WW II, and only 1,200 survived the war.

SUN n FUN Aerospace Expo
March 31 to April 5th, 2020
Fly-In…..Tradeshow…..Career Fair…..Workshops…..Airshow…...Aviation Hall of Fame

See the awe-inspiring precision of the U.S.A.F. Thunderbirds Flight Demonstration Team and marvel at the aerial
audacity of over 60 high-powered performers in the daily
airshow.
Visit the FAHS-SUN‘n Fun Aviation Hall of Fame

Tampa, FL. May 20, 1944…-One flier was killed and two were
seriously injured in crash of a B-17 bomber in west Tampa. A house at
3505 Abdella St. was destroyed by flames. No one in the house was hurt.
Radioman Ernest Peghiny state the B-17 used up every foot of runway
taking off from Drew Field. Sgt. Peghiny was at his desk looking out a
small plane window when he saw the props clipping tree tops. When the
plane hit, he was thrown forward into the radio equipment, braking his
collar bones and several ribs. As he hurried to exit through the waist door
he felt a rush of cool air heavy with the odor of gasoline. The vapors
ignited burning Peghiny severely and hospitalizing him for 16 months. He
retired post-war and lived in Satellite Beach, Florida before going West at
age 84 in Winter Haven.
(Courtesy of FAHS‘ Bob Widner)***********************************************************
NOW HEAR THIS……..
During the 3.5 years of WW II the USA
produced 22 aircraft carriers, 8 battleships,
48 cruisers, 349 destroyers, 420 destroyer
escorts, 203 submarines, 34 million tons of
merchant ships, 100,000 fighter aircraft,
98,000 bombers, 24,000 transport aircraft,
58,000 training aircraft, 93,000 tanks,
257,000 artillery pieces, 105,000 mortars,
3,million machine guns, and 2.5 million
military trucks.
We put 16.1 million men in uniform in
the various armed services, invaded Africa, Sicily and Italy, won the battle
for the Atlantic, planned and executed D-Day, marched across the Pacific
and Europe, developed the atomic bomb and ultimately conquered Japan
and Germany. All this cost approximately 7 trillion 1945 dollars.
***********************************************************
A NATION AT WAR...The USA has “been at war” at some time in
93.5% of the calendar years between 1775 and 20189 We define “war” as
using military force, or the imminent threat of force as in “gunboat diplomacy” of the 1850s, to achieve national ends. Actual “Wars” follows:
Revolutionary War...1775-1783
War of 1812...1812-1815….America‟s first declared war ended in a
deadlock and with no gain or loss in territory.
Civil War...1861-1865...A total of 3.1 million soldiers fought and at
least 620,000 died in the nation‟s bloodiest conflict.
Sioux Wars...1851-1890...By the end, the Census Bureau was proclaiming the “closing” of the American frontier.
World War I...1917-1918...President Wilson‟s “armed neutrality”
held until Germany began sinking American ships.
Great Depression...1919-1939…(A war?) Amid an enduring global
calamity, the U.S. had its longest period of relative peace.
World War II...1941-1945...Some 407,000 U.S. service members died
in the largest armed conflict in human history.
Korean War...1950-1953, 36,516 U.S. soldier deaths.
Vietnam War...1964-1975, 58,220 U.S. soldier deaths.
War on Terrorism...2001-present. 2,347 military U.S. deaths.

ROBIN OLDS, Fighter Pilot
BOOK REVUE: Excerpts from Robin‘s biography ―Robin Olds,
Fighter Pilot,” by Christina Olds, his daughter, and Ed Rasimus,
a friend, (ISBN 978-0-312-56951-8) is a great book and sells for
around $16. For details contact Amazon.com or St. Martin‘s
Griffin, 175 5th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., 10010.
*******************************************************************************
THE EARLY YEARS
Robin Olds was born at Luke Field Hospital on July 14, 1922
to Army Air Corps Capt. Robert Olds & wife. When he was 4, his
mother died and Robin became an ―Army Brat,” contemplating
becoming a fly boy like his Dad. Moving to Virginia he became
the captain of the high school football team at 6‘2‖ 190 lbs. and
tried to join the RAF in 1939 at age 17. His father refused to sign
the papers and he then returned to the Millard Military Prep contemplating an assignment to West Point. Robin was accepted to
the class of 1944 at West Point and during the ensuing years
made All-American as a line-man. With the advent of Pearl Harbor he was sent to the Spartan School of Aviation in Tulsa, OK
for flight training. Basic training ended by Christmas of 1942 &
Robin was back at West Point hoping to graduate early due to
the war, in June 1943. Just before graduation Robin lost his
Dad. With graduation and new 2nd Lt. bars on his collar he is
sent to Chandler, AZ for P-38 fighter training & then on to Muroc
Dry Lake in the Mojave Desert. Further training at Glendale resulted in 1st Lt. bars and a frustrating extensive looking for a
place to send a West Pointer for a flight commander position.
He is finally shipped overseas and arrives in Scotland and is
now newly arrived at Wattisham, England and has finally seen
action on D-Day. Aug. 1, 1944 comes and Robin is still frustrated
with zero victories.
Robin is now on patrol in France when he suddenly sees an opportunity…..resulting in downing his first two kills—Focke-Wulf
190s. Two weeks later. On Aug. 25, 1944, 11 days after Robins
first two victories the fighter group was destined to a sweep in
front of a bomber group. Robin was attempting to aid a fellow
pilot when his plane went into compressibility and started a downward dive….the day ended with Robin scoring three more victories to make him the squadron‘s first ace. They were now transitioning from Lightings to Mustang fighters and they have just
accompanied a bomber flight close to Berlin, missing their timed
assigned bomber group and now awaiting the fireworks…
Noticing a camera had been placed in Robin‘s wing just prior to
his next bomber escort mission. After a difficult camera bombing run Robin is now hi-tailing it for home…Robin has just finished his R & R and has arrived back in England to begin his
second round of aerial combat. The war ends and Robin is now
awaiting deployment in the States.
*******************************************************************************

With an audible chirp of tires our big bird settled onto the
runway at LaGuardia, taxied in and stopped. We were home!
We were herded off the plane in a sorry semblance of military
order until the soda fountain was spotted. The soda jerk saw us
coming and immediately lined his counter with bottles of milk. He
knew the syndrome well. The milk in Europe had been taboo according to the docs, the powered stuff was like paste, and we longed
for the. fresh American farm product. That fountain guy could have
made a small fortune if he‟d wanted to. I know I would have paid
three times what he asked, without question.
Our milk cravings satisfied, we boarded the waiting bus in better
humor. Somehow a dull spell had been cast aside, and there was
laughter and shouting as the bus proceeded across Brooklyn to Fort
Hamilton. Once there, we were unshed into a empty bay in a twostory barracks building, told to find a cot, pointed to the location of
the latrine, and advised that Reveille would be at 5:00 a.m. Reveille, for God‟s sake? None of us had been subjected to that horror
since cadet days. If mission briefing was schedule at 5 a.m. we‟d be
there. If we weren't flying that day, we slept in. but this Reveille?
Our Transportation Corps captain burst out laughing as he left us.
It dawned on us tht we had been had. Fair enough. He proved himself a decent sort and we had been foolish to play games with him
on his home turf. Twenty tired bodies happily hit the hay.
“In processing” was as expected: long lines, shuffling forward
to the finance window, signing papers for some corporal, rolling up
the sleeve for more shots. God, the army must have stockpiled serum against the needs of the next century! Then dropping the pants
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Robin, in his proudest moment—being
lifted on his Sqd.‘s
shoulders after completing his 100th mission in Vietnam at
age 44.

Col. Robin Olds ...AllAmerican at West
Point, 16 aerial victories in WW II & Vietnam & married to a
Hollywood movie star.

All-American football player at West Point, 16 victories in
WW II & VietnamHe
& destroyed
married to
a Hollywood
movie
30%
of the enemy‘s
MIG-star.
17s..”He was the bravest Man I
have ever met!” …..
Ralph Wetterhahn, wingman.

for a short-arm inspection, all to be endured, all routine, all army.
I was getting impatient to learn what the commanding general
had in store for me in those mysterious orders. Sure it was something important. I felt a little miffed that everyone else in my polyglot group seemed to know where he was headed. Not me. I got
only blank stares when I tried to find out. Around two in the afternoon, I found myself standing before a chest-high counter with a
bored-looking lieutenant wandering about behind it. Several enlisted
aides sat at desks scattered about the room.
The Lieutenant finally noticed me. “Orders,” he barked, and tapped
the countertop.
This hadn‟t started well. I glared at him as any good combat veteran with two rows of ribbons and major's leaves on his shoulders
should and growled “You speaking to me, Lieutenant?”
The lieutenant must have suffered from some misguided sense of
power “Orders?” he repeated and tapped the counter again. This wasn't getting me anywhere so I slapped a copy of my TWX under his
nose. He glanced at it with a sneer of contempt, pushing it back at
me, and said, “OK, Major, what‟s this supposed to be? Where are
your orders?”
“I don‟t know!” I snapped. Those are my orders. I didn‟t write the
god-damn thing but it got me here all right. Now where's this general I‟m
supposed to see?”
“The general?” he repeated.
Look at the dammed paper, Lieutenant! What‟s it say? Read it!” I didn‟t
mean to shout, but this twerp had really pissed me off.
“I can‟t accept that piece of paper,” he said. “It‟s not proper. Orders have to
be validated. Any officer knows that. I ought to ask for your identification.
Nobody comes here claiming something like that as orders. Where are your
orders?” This lieutenant was quickly becoming a gold-plated son of a bitch.
He was also getting dammed close to a bloody nose.
“Look, goddamn it, that piece of paper was good enough to make me leave
my squadron, it got me in an airplane all the way here to this stupid office, and
its got to be good enough to get me to whatever assignmen our general has in
mind. Now read it again and call the general, or somebody who‟s got some
brains, and find out where the hell I‟m supposed to go.”
“For one thing, Major, we don‟t have a commanding general at Fort Hamilton. For another, you have no right to shout at me….”
Just then a lieutenant colonel came out of a back office and stalked up to the
counter, glaring at me. “What the hell‟s going on out here?” What‟s the shouting about?” The Lieutenant Colonel fared no better when he turned to me and
demanded my proper orders. These two bureaucrats had probably fought the
entire war right here in Brooklyn, using the typewriter as a weapon, deriving
great personal satisfaction from making life miserable for the hapless souls
coming by under their jurisdiction. It suddenly occurred to me that I was experiencing a crystal-clear example of one of General Spaatz‟s basic types. These
two barely qualified as deadwood.
“OK, Colonel, I apologize, but this man doubts these orders, and they‟re the
only orders I have. He won‟t give me the time of day.”
The Colonel picked up the wire, read it, scratched his chin, and said, “Well
Major, I can‟t fault Lt. Andrews. I‟ve never seen anything like this either.”
“The only thing I can do is give you 45 days of R & R and orders to go wherever you want to go and turn this over to the Pentagon.”
“Colonel, send me to Los Angeles.” As it turned out later, the colonel at
Fort Hamilton did me a big favor. The train trip back to Southern California
was most pleasant
Continued next edition…...
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FAHS MEETINGS FOR
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER
(1st Saturday Monthly meetings of the FAHS at AWAPS
Albert Whitted Airport, 451 8th Ave. S.E., St. Petersburg, FL.
33701, 10:30 am. All invited.)
1st Saturday, November 2nd, Monthly meeting of the FAHS at
AWAPS Albert Whitted Airport, 451 8th Ave., S.E., St. Petersburg, FL. 33701.
1st Saturday, December 7th (Pearl Harbor Day), Monthly meeting of the FAHS at AWAPS Albert Whitted Airport, 451 8th
Ave., S.E., St. Petersburg, FL., 33701

Follow your dreams

Informal Luncheon ―Hangar Flying‖ each Wednesday
noon at the Largo Family Restaurant, 788 N. Missouri Ave.,
Largo, Fl. 33770, Phone: 727 584 7330. All invited.
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FLORIDA AVIATION (AEROSPACE)
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Membership Application Form
*********************
Membership: Individual $20; Gift Subscriptions $10
Donators 20+ and up; Benefactors, $100 & up.
(If a Gift specify so as to not mistaken for membership.)

Those with Winter-Summer (2) addresses, must notify the
FAHS when they change residencies.
ENCLOSED FIND______dollars (Membership or Donation)
NAME……………………………………………………………
ADDRESS………………………………………………………
Nine number ZIP Code……………………………..
Internet Address:
Phone:

(To receive a membership card, you must include internet address.)

FAHS Address: FAHS, Albert Whitted Airport,
451 8th Ave. S.E., St. Petersburg, FL.., 33701
**************************
VOLUNTARY QUESTIONAIRE: Are you a pilot? Y___N___;
Are you a Veteran? Y___ N___; If yes, which war: WW II___, Korean
War___? Vietnam War?___Cold War?___Iraq Wars?_______;
Flying Hours____________Highest rating or rank?_______________ .
What is the Month & Day of your birth?_________Year optional___

YESTERDAY‘S FLORIDA AVIATION HISTORY
THE FABULOUS 1930s
1930...Miami—PAA receives rhe first Sikorsky S-41 flying boats. They
replace the slower S-38s introduced in 1928. The German Zeppelin “Graf
Zeppelin” flies from Spain to Brazil up the Florida east coast to Lakehurst. In
1937 it will be decommissioned after making 590 flights including 44 ocean
crossings and a trip around-the-world. It is dismantled in 1940 for scrap.
1930, St. Petersburg—Pioneer pilot Johnnie Green is hospitalized ending
his flying career.
1930, Winter Haven—The Babson Company announces plans to build an
airport. $3,000 is raised for improving present airport; two buildings are erected for a H.Q. and a flying school.
January 1930, West Palm Beach—Flying shifts from the beaches to Bethune Point (Daytona Beach). A Florida State Airways, Inc., which is supplying passenger service to Florida cities and the Bahamas with Ryan planes, flies
a plane from Bethune Point Airport on a charter flight to Palm Beach. It descends at Lake Worth to land but plunges into a lake at full power. The pilot,
Bill Lindley, V.P of operations for the new line is killed. The passenger survives.
January 15, 1930, Miami—Pilots Clarence Coleman, Eugene Brown, Dick
Merrill, Freddy Cann, Fermon Stone, John Armstrong all join Eastern Air
Transport. Meanwhile, Eastern Air Transport buys 6 Curtiss Condors, 14
Kingbirds and one Ford Trimotor. Two Fokker trimotors are leased from
anther airline.
1930—The artificial horizon is introduced.
1930, Opa-locka—Glenn Curtiss puts his “Aero-Car” travel-trailer into
production. It is used to transport passengers from the 36th Street Field to
Dinner Key and it is used as an ambulance and a school bus.
Jan. 1930, Ormond Beach—John D. Rockefeller takes his first airplane
ride in a plane piloted by Blanch and Dewey Noyes of Cleveland. Rockefeller
awards them with a free new dime.
Jan. 13-15, 1930, Miami—The Second All-American Air Maneuvers takes
place. Dirigible Field (Opa-locka) is dedicated. The blimp hangar is the original Key West hangar now painted orange and white.

